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TEACHING COMPETENCIES 
 

INTRODUCTORY 

Ø Introduction to Psychology 

Ø Social Psychology 

Ø Personality Psychology 

Ø Cognitive Psychology 

Ø Statistics in Psychology 

Ø Experimental Methods & Design 

 
INTERMEDIATE 

Ø Social Cognition 

Ø Laboratory in Social/Personality/Cognitive Psychology 

Ø Intermediate Statistics in Psychology 

Ø Health Psychology 

 
ADVANCED TOPICS & SEMINARS 

Ø Social Judgment and Decision Making 

Ø Game Theory in Psychology/Social Dilemmas 

Ø Psychology of Happiness/Positive Psychology 

Ø Psychology of Creativity 

Ø Psychology of Business and Negotiation 

Ø Moral Psychology 

Ø Psychology of The Self 
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TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT 
 

COURSES TAUGHT 

Brown University, Spring 2017 
The Social Self (CLPS 1782) 
Course and professorship awarded upon receipt of Brown University Dean’s Faculty Fellowship. This 
course is split into equal parts lecture and seminar-style discussion. Students read, presented, and 
discussed recent and classic peer-reviewed journal articles in Psychology. Students were evaluated based 
on class participation, oral presentation, responses to readings, book review and Twitter engagement with 
popular psychology author, and a final proposal for a psychological experiment. 
	
Connecticut College, Spring 2015 
Social Judgment and Decision Making (Psychology 493) 
Course offered as a senior seminar in experimental psychology at a liberal arts college. Students read, 
presented, and facilitated discussion on recent peer-reviewed journal articles in Psychology. Students were 
evaluated based on class participation, oral presentation, brief response papers, and a final proposal for a 
scientific experiment. 
 
Brown University, Summer 2014 
Game Theory in Social Decision Making (Continuing Education: Psychology 0944) 
Course offered as part of the Summer@Brown program. Students participated in classic and 
contemporary economic games, read recent peer-reviewed journal articles in game theory and decision 
making, and wrote a final commentary on a paper of their choice. Students were evaluated based on class 
participation, unit exams, and a final commentary. 
 

TEACHING ASSISTANTSHIP (BROWN UNIVERSITY) 

TA Duties: Leading laboratory/section, statistical guidance, writing and reporting guidance, guest 
lecturing, grading, supervising undergraduate teaching assistants. 
	
Courses taught: 
Multivariate Statistics (graduate level: CLPS 2908; spring 2015) 
Guest lecture: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
Quantitative Methods in Psychology (CLPS 0900; fall 2014) 
Guest lecture: Linear Regression. 
 
Social Psychology (CLPS 0700; spring, 2014; summer 2013) 
Guest lecture: Self-Enhancement, Self-Positivity, and Egocentrism. 
 
Laboratory in Personality and Clinical Assessment (CLPS 1791; fall 2013) 
Sections held: Weekly lab sections held for data analysis and write-ups. 
 
Laboratory in Social Cognition (CLPS 1790; spring 2013) 
Guest lectures: Measuring Self-Enhancement; Normative Self-Enhancement Bias. 
Sections held: Weekly lab sections held for data analysis and write-ups. 
 
Quantitative Methods in Psychology (CLPS 0900; fall 2012) 
Guest lectures: The Sampling Distribution; Correlation & Covariance; The Correlation Coefficient 
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TEACHING DEVELOPMENT & SERVICE 

All Certification provided by The Sheridan Center for Teaching and Learning (Brown University) 
 

Certificate I – Reflective Teaching (2012/2013) 
Ø This seminar develops reflective teaching practice through a series of readings, lectures, and interactive 

workshops. Topics include syllabus and course design, styles of student learning, constructing and 
measuring learning goals, assessment and student evaluation, and persuasive communication. Each 
participant is also asked to watch and reflect upon a video recording of a class they taught. This 
recording and the teacher’s self-reflection are evaluated by teaching consultants from the Sheridan 
Center. 

 
Certificate II - The Course Design Seminar: Principles and Practice (2013/2014) 
Ø Over the course of the academic year, certificate participants design a course and construct a syllabus. 

Specific workshop topics include constructing and measuring learning goals, designing and delivering a 
single class session, facilitating discussion, delivering lectures, student evaluation, and syllabus design.  

 
Certificate III – The Professional Development Seminar (2014/2015) 
Ø During this seminar, participants construct a professional teaching portfolio, statement of research 

interests, and CV over multiple rounds of peer review. This certificate program emphasizes clear 
communication in teaching, research, and interview settings. 

 
Certificate V – Principles and Practice in Reflective Mentorship (2014/2015) 
Ø Participants in this selective grant program mentor an undergraduate student through a full research 

project funded by the Sheridan Center. The goal of this program is to provide both a.) research 
experience to young scientists and b.) professional mentorship training to graduate students pursuing 
positions in higher education. In monthly workshop sessions, Brown University faculty members 
present on topics in mentorship including effective communication, mentor/mentee relationships, 
academic advising, and work/life balance. 

 
Graduate Liaison to the Sheridan Center (2014-2016) 
Ø Served as liaison between the Sheridan Center for Teaching and Learning and the CLPS Department. 

Advertised and attended teaching workshops, discussion, and lectures. Coordinated with Sheridan 
center members and department faculty to develop high-quality and reflective teaching practices. 
 

Course Design and Implementation Mentorship (2016-2017) 
Ø Received mentorship and guidance from Brown University Deans and CLPS Department faculty 

while developing and teaching the course awarded as part of Brown University’s Deans’ Faculty 
Fellowship. 
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COURSE REVIEWS AND EVALUATIONS 
 

1 = Very Effective 2 = Effective 3 = Somewhat Effective 4 = Ineffective 5 = Very Ineffective 

 
COURSES TAUGHT  

The Social Self (Brown University) 
Course taught Spring, 2015.  
Overall average teaching effectiveness: 1.11 / 5.00 
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Social Judgment and Decision Making (Connecticut College) 
Course taught Spring, 2015. Evaluation scores unavailable for adjunct professors. Inquiries into my course 
or evaluation can be directed to Jason Nier, department chair, at Janie@conncoll.edu. 
 
Game Theory in Social Decision Making (Brown University) 
Overall teaching effectiveness: 1.57 / 5.00. Specific evaluation questions excerpted below. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

TEACHING ASSISTANTSHIP - AVERAGE OVERALL TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS: 1.30/5.00 

Multivariate Statistics (Graduate Level; spring 2015) 

	
	

Quantitative Methods in Psychology (CLPS 0900; fall 2014) 

 
 

Laboratory in Personality and Clinical Assessment (CLPS 1790; fall 2013) 

 
 

Laboratory in Social Cognition (CLPS 1791; spring 2013) 

 
 

Quantitative Methods in Psychology (CLPS 0900; fall 2012) 
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SELECTED EVALUATION COMMENTS 

Organization & Clarity 
“Course was very well taught and well organized. Very effective lecturer who organized great discussions 
and gave great feedback.” (Instructor: The Social Self) 
 
“Patrick was very good at getting his point across in a way we as students can understand. He would 
present to us a very complicated topic, and in 10 minutes we all were able to understand it. He used 
demonstrations, games, videos, etc. to show us whatever it is he meant, and in ways we were not familiar 
with before. (Instructor: Game Theory in Social Decision Making) 
 
“His lecture on regression was the best. Very clear and relevant examples!” (TA: Introduction to Statistics) 
 
“Patrick was great at explaining concepts and research methods. He was a great help when it came to lab 
reports; he always responded to e-mails effectively, and in a timely manner. The feedback he provided on 
reports was also great.” (TA: Laboratory in Personality and Clinical Assessment) 

	
Enthusiasm & Engagement 
“Not only was he extremely attentive to and responsive to student needs, he also clearly began the class 
from the outset excited about the material and the opportunity to engage students in as many ways as 
possible. I readily looked forward to attending class, knowing that each day brought different activities and 
discussion.” (Instructor: The Social Self) 
 
“I really liked how different aspects of different fields were brought together. I enjoyed seeing the 
difference in solving games as a rational player vs solving them as a human, it was inspiring.” (Instructor: 
Game Theory in Social Decision Making) 
 
“Patrick was amazing--available, helpful, personable, and reliable. He helped me on several occasions in 
office hours and via email, encouraging and shaping my learning with his obvious competence and 
compassion. He was one of the best TAs I've ever had.” (TA: Laboratory in Personality and Clinical 
Assessment) 
	
Overall Teaching Effectiveness 
“This was by far one of the best-taught courses I have taken in my four year undergraduate career at 
Brown. The course expertly combined lectures, discussions, presentations, and individual material to 
effectively present information through as many vehicles as possible. Ample time was given for group 
discussion such that students could learn from each other's comments, which was particularly relevant in a 
course that brought together students from many different disciplines.” (Instructor: The Social Self) 
 
“Patrick’s lecture demonstrated his excellent abilities to teach and accurately explain information. He was 
always extremely enthusiastic about the material in the course, and he was very helpful in answering 
questions in new ways to help provide clarity on tricky points.” (TA: Introduction to Statistics) 
 
“Patrick was a phenomenal TA. His knowledge of both the contents of the course and the statistical 
methods required for the frequent lab reports was absolute. In addition, he was always available for help 
and questions, both in person and via email. He was prompt, understanding, and intuitive, and creative in 
the help he provided. I would recommend him for any position he seeks. (TA: Laboratory in Personality 
Assessment) 
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SAMPLE COURSE SYLLABUSES 
 

THE SOCIAL SELF 
CLPS 1782 CRN 25939 
M W F 10:00-10:50am 

Barus & Holly 157 
Canvas.brown.edu/courses/1071856 

 
INSTRUCTOR INFORMATION: 

Dr. Patrick R. Heck 
Patrick_Heck@Brown.edu 

 
Professor Heck’s office hours: 

Tuesdays & Thursdays, 9:30-10:20am. 
OR by appointment. 

Metcalf 323 (Krueger Lab) 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
The Self is a necessarily social construct. This course will explore the inter- and intra-personal factors 
that influence how we perceive ourselves, judge others, and make decisions in a social context. 
Drawing from theories of egocentrism, rationality, morality, and cultural evolution, we will explore the 
processes, outcomes, and innerworkings of the Self in a social world. This course will take an 
experimental approach to understand both how individuals should behave (as prescribed by a social 
norms and prescriptive rationality) and how they actually behave. Students in this course will be armed 
with a theoretical and methodological knowledge base of the ingredients of the social Self, accuracy 
and bias in self- and social-judgment, and the (epi)phenomena we experience in daily life. Much of the 
research we will explore in this course can be integrated into your own life to make more informed 
and rational decisions in the social context. 
 
In this course, students will gain a working knowledge of the factors that underlie how we make, think 
about, and perceive, social judgments and decisions. We will emulate the methods used in the papers 
we read and present. In many cases, I will collect data from the course in order to demonstrate (or 
refute) an effect during the following class meeting. This course will be useful for students interested 
in the psychological science, inference and scientific method, and human behavior and idiosyncrasies. 
These skills will provide a foundation for study in advanced topics in experimental social psychology, 
teaching experimental and logical thinking skills useful for conducting senior thesis projects, 
independent study, and post-baccalaureate education. 
 
This course is a natural next step after having had an introduction to social psychology and research 
methods & statistics. In terms of practical takeaway, this course will improve students’ critical 
thinking, writing, understanding of the scientific method (yes, including inferential statistics), and 
discourse in presentation and discussion. There are no exams in this course; aside from a midterm 
paper and final paper, the majority of your workload will come from writing online commentaries, 
leading a presentation, and engaging your classmates in discussion. 
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COURSE GOALS 
By the end of this course, students will be able to do the following: 
 
a.) Articulate major theories, methods, and data in research on the self and social judgment. 
b.) Contrast prescriptive rationality (what norms and rationality tell us we should do) with observed 

behavior (what the data tell us we actually do). 
c.) Comprehend and question empirical journal articles (including statistical results). 
d.) Lead a critical discussion of a contemporary research article among peers. 
e.) Read and critique a modern trade book in popular Psychology. 
f.) Propose a logical and tractable extension or supplement to a recent published experiment. 
 
EVALUATION 
 
Students will be evaluated according to the following criteria. 
 
Participation & engagement (20%) 
In-class presentation (20%) 
Weekly online commentary posts (15%) 
Mid-term paper on Paul Bloom’s Against Empathy (20%) 
Final paper proposing a theoretically and empirically novel experiment (25%) 
Extra credit (3%) 
 
Participation 
 
Your participation grade will reflect your level of engagement with the material and contribution to the 
class. This means attending classes, doing the reading when assigned, and contributing to the 
discussion in a meaningful way during most class sessions.  Attendance will be considered in your 
participation grade. This is because active discussion requires active individuals in the room. Each 
student will be allowed a reasonable number of absences (generally two class sessions excepting 
extreme circumstances) before losing points for participation. 
 
Similarly, we will walk through experimental procedures together in order to grasp the methods used 
to study the Self. Thus, this course will require interaction, honesty, and a bit of self-disclosure to 
function effectively. I recognize that students vary in their level of comfort when it comes to speaking 
up in class, so I would like to emphasize early that students who never participate in class discussion are 
unlikely to achieve a top grade. Having said this, there will be other methods of participation available 
to students who may not naturally thrive in a lively classroom. Specifically, students will be able to 
comment on others’ online commentaries on weekly readings (see Weekly Commentaries, below). 
 
Presentation (dates to be assigned in class)  
 
Each Monday, a student or a small group of students will lead an in-class presentation. These presentations 
will include two components. First, students will summarize and clarify the theory, method, and results 
of a target paper (15 minutes). All papers will be drawn from peer-reviewed journals and many of 
them will be dense or report results from multiple studies. It is your job to communicate these papers 
to your classmates, who will have read and written a short commentary post on the course website.  
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The presenting student/s will then lead an open discussion on the most interesting or provocative 
points of the paper (25-30 minutes). Presentations must be at least 40 minutes in total. This is a 
substantial amount of time that will be difficult to fill by merely presenting bullet-point questions on a 
PowerPoint slide. I encourage presenters to be creative! Consider showing a relevant video, presenting 
an article that challenges the findings, assigning or discussing a popular news article that demonstrates 
or denies the findings, or enacting the experimental method on your peers. Interactive elements like 
this tend to breed lively discussion, which is good for you, the class, and your presentation grade. If 
you would like to take on an ambitious activity (like collecting data from the class or structuring an 
activity), let me know ahead of time and I will be happy to help. 
 
Presentations and discussions will be evaluated according to clarity of presentation, theoretical 
engagement and comprehension of the material, and effective facilitation of open discussion.  
 
The target papers available for presentation are listed on the syllabus and the course website. Early in 
the semester, students will sign up for particular papers and presentation dates by a lottery system. 
 
Weekly Commentaries (due by midnight every Sunday preceding a paper presentation). 
 
Each student will write a weekly commentary on the target paper scheduled for that week’s 
presentation. You do not need to post a commentary if you are presenting that week! 
The purpose of these commentaries is twofold: first, to prepare students for the discussion lead by the 
presenters each week, and second, to stimulate critical thinking in order to prepare students for their 
longer and more in-depth final paper due at the end of term. 
 
Each commentary should be ~1 double-spaced, typed page in length, or, approximately 300 words. 
Commentaries are expected to put forth exactly one novel argument, whether it is in agreement or 
contention with the target paper. Commentaries will be assessed according to their understanding of 
the article’s argument, logic and depth of their critique, and writing style. Each commentary will be 
graded as excellent, satisfactory, or unsatisfactory. At the end of the semester, each student will have 
their lowest commentary grade dropped from their final weighted average. This policy serves as 
a buffer for emergencies and when other coursework takes priority. Please note, however, that no 
other exceptions will be made for missed or unsatisfactory commentaries. Any commentaries 
submitted after the deadline (midnight on Sunday) will be penalized by 50%. 
 
I encourage students to read and comment on others’ commentary posts. Doing so is an effective way 
to 1.) engage in the material outside of class and 2.) supplement your participation grade. 
 
Mid-Term Paper: Critique of Against Empathy (Due March 24th) 
 
The two primary goals of this course are 1.) to give students an understanding of how the Self affects 
social judgments and interactions and 2.) to stimulate critical thinking of modern psychological 
theories and arguments. To this end, students will read and critique a brand new (and somewhat 
controversial) trade book in social psychology: Paul Bloom’s Against Empathy: The Case for Rational 
Compassion. Bloom is an influential cognitive-developmental-philosophical psychologist who argues 
that human empathy causes more harm than good. 
 
The mid-term paper will be a vehicle for students’ critiques, whether they are in favor of or against 
Bloom’s notion of empathy. Students will write a 5-6 page paper that provides 1.) a brief summary of 
the claim or argument you aim to critique, 2.) your argument for or against Bloom’s, and 3.) a way of 
testing the validity of your critique or contribution. 
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Finally, as an exercise in constructing concise criticism, each student will summarize their most 
substantial outstanding question on empathy in 140 characters. Students will tweet their questions at 
Dr. Bloom and we will see how he responds. If you do not have a Twitter account, or if you prefer 
not to use your own, I will tweet your question for you. 
 
A detailed assignment guide and rubric will be posted on Canvas. 
 
Final paper: Experiment Proposal (due May 15th) 
 
The final paper (6-10 pages) is designed to allow students the freedom to theorize and propose their 
own experiment that supplements or extends one of the many papers we explore in this class. You 
may choose one of the papers we read for class, expand one of your online commentaries, or find a 
paper of your own. If you choose to find your own article, you must get it approved by me. Outside 
papers must be in peer-reviewed journals, have an experimental design (i.e. no chapters, reviews, or 
meta-analyses), and be published no earlier than 2007. 
 
This is your chance to improve psychological science in your own way – feel free to be creative in your 
design. Your proposal doesn’t have to be limited by available resources. Final papers will be assessed 
according to criteria of theoretical engagement, logic and tractability of the proposed experiment, 
consultation of outside sources, and writing clarity. Students will give a one-minute overview of their 
proposed experiment on the last day of class. 
 
A detailed assignment guide and rubric will be posted on Canvas. 
 
Extra credit (submission deadline: May 1st, 2017) 
 
Finally, each student has the opportunity to earn 3% of his or her final weighted average back by 
submitting a double-spaced, one-page summary of an example of bad experimentation or inference. 
Students will find a news story on popular media and discuss how a.) the experimental approach taken 
in the story could be improved or b.) how the story’s argument or conclusion could be strengthened 
by a well-designed experiment.  
 
This assignment will be graded as excellent (3%), satisfactory (1.5%), or unsatisfactory (0%). With 
permission, I will post these responses publicly on the course website so that students can view others’ 
critiques. Students cannot critique the same article, so if you find a story that inspires you, I 
recommend you submit your critique as early as possible. 
 
Please note that I will not round up final grades at the end of the semester. The cutoff for an A is 
89.45%. Any lower than that will fall into the next letter grade category. The extra credit assignment 
is your opportunity to turn a high B into an A (or a high C into a B). 
 
 
A NOTE ON JOURNAL ARTICLES 
 
There will be technical terms and statistics in every article we read. Do not be intimidated by jargon. 
Google the terms. Not all internet sites are accurate or helpful, so look for converging information. 
Often, most of the relevant information will be contained in the tables and figures in an article. You 
can consult your instructor as well, but doing your own research will help you better remember the 
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article and its impact. Early in the course we will read Jordan & Zanna (1999), a useful roadmap for 
how to read and understand journal articles in social psychology. 

A NOTE ON CONTROVERSIAL TOPICS 
 
At times, we will review and discuss what many may perceive as difficult or controversial topics.  
Student presenters or I may open discussions on stereotyping, prejudice, self-esteem, and issues of 
gender and sexuality. This means that some of you may feel negative emotions when engaging with 
the topic.  It is my request that you approach these topics with maturity, respect for others’ 
backgrounds and experiences, and a scientific mindset. If any student has an issue with a particular 
article, class session, or discussion, I hope you will feel empowered to address this issue. If not, I am 
available in office hours and by appointment to discuss. 

RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS 
 
Writing Center. 
http://www.brown.edu/academics/college/support/writing-center/ 
	
Associates at the Center help students deal with writer’s block, audience awareness, argumentation, 
organization, grammar, research skills, the conventions of academic writing, English as a Second 
Language, and issues of clarity and style. 
 
Accessibility & SEAS. 
https://www.brown.edu/academics/college/support/accessibility-support 
 
If you have a physical, mental or learning disability, either hidden or visible, that may require 
classroom, test-taking, or other reasonable modifications, please see one of us as soon as possible. If 
you have not already done so, please be sure to register with the Office of Student and Employee 
Accessibility Services (SEAS) 
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COURSE SCHEDULE AND IMPORTANT DATES 
 
Week 

of Topic Paper for Commentary & 
Presentation Presenter/s Important Dates 

 Social Psychology    

1/30 Egocentrism Epley, 2009 Prof. Heck 2/3: Start reading 
Bloom 

2/6 Self-Enhancement Davidai & Gilovich, 2016   

2/13 Biases and Social 
Reputation 

Ovul, Gino, & Norton, 
2016  2/17: Discuss first half 

of Bloom 

2/20 Empathy none (no class)   

2/27 Differentiation & 
Uniqueness 

Mon: Ariely & Levav, 2000 
Wed: Jeong, Christensen, & 

Drolet, 2016 
 3/3: Discuss second 

half of Bloom 

 Game Theory    

3/6 Economic Games & 
Strategic Interaction 

Frank, Gilovich, & Regan, 
1993   

3/13 Cooperation, Defection, 
and Punishment 

Fehr & Gachter, 2002 AND 
Hermann, Thoni, & 

Gachter, 2008 
  

3/20 Trust & Volunteering 
Mon: Evans, Athenstaedt, & 

Krueger, 2013 
Wed: Heck & Krueger, 2017 

 3/24: Submit critique 
of Bloom 

 Cultural Evolution    

4/3 Political Orientation & 
Values 

Mon: Graham, Haidt, & 
Nosek, 2009 

Wed: Schein & Gray, 2015 
  

4/10 Prosociality/Helping Feldman-Hall et al., 2016   

4/17 Reasoning & Moral 
Judgment 

Monday: Haidt, 2011 
Wednesday: Starmans & 

Bloom, 2016 
 

4/19: Submit 
experiment pre-

proposal 

4/24 Happiness Ford et al., 2015   

5/1 Reading period   5/15: Submit Final 
Paper 
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Statistical Methods in Psychology  
Spring 2017 
M/W/F 10:00am – 10:50am 
 
 
 
Course Description: 
 
A working knowledge of statistical techniques is essential for success in any field of psychological 
science. This course will provide you with the tools necessary to analyze data using the appropriate 
statistical techniques to accurately interpret the results of the techniques you apply, and conduct a 
hypothesis test from start to finish in order to answer a research question. We will explore both 
descriptive statistics (measures of central tendency, frequency distributions, variability, and 
correlations) and inferential statistics (hypothesis significance testing, sampling distributions, t-tests, 
linear regression, and ANOVA). 
  
In addition to understanding the mathematical approach to statistical methods, students will learn to 
apply the concepts of statistical analysis in the field of Psychology by conducting statistical tests on 
real-world data (generated by you!) throughout the semester. Finally, we will pay careful attention to 
the interpretation of statistical results. By the end of this class, students will be able to read and 
interpret statistical findings reported in peer-reviewed journal articles. Because of the growing 
prevalence of psychological science in popular media, we will also spend class time applying what we 
learn to the real world by identifying cases where statistical analyses are misused and inappropriate 
conclusions are drawn (see Figure 1).  
 
Note: This course is a prerequisite to all advanced offerings in Psychology and is a requirement for 
Psychology concentrators. One credit in Introduction to Psychology is recommended but not 
required. 
 
Instructor Information: 
Dr. Patrick Heck 
Office hours: Wednesday, 9:00 – 9:50 
Metcalf Research Laboratory, Room 323 
 
Course Goals: 
After completing this course, students will be able to: 
 
1. Articulate the purpose of each major statistical test. 
2. Select and apply an appropriate statistical technique to a given dataset. 
3. Conduct a hypothesis test to answer a psychological research question. 
4. Accurately interpret the results of a statistical technique. 
5. Apply the concepts and logic of statistics to popular and scientific reporting and, when 

appropriate, recommend a better alternative. 
6. Utilize common statistical software (IBM SPSS), with an introduction to programming in R, to 

analyze data electronically. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. 
Misrepresentative 

bar graph.	
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Course Materials 
 
Howell, David C. (2004). Fundamental Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences. (7th Edition). Wadsworth. 
 
IBM SPSS Statistical Analysis Software. Available for purchase in the bookstore, or for free on all 
university-owned computers. NOTE: please remember to back up your data! Consider using free 
cloud-synchronization programs Dropbox, Google Drive, etc. Almost every student loses their hard 
work at some point in college because it isn’t backed up – this is now a completely preventable 
occurrence. 
 
R Software. Open source and freely available 
 
Assessments 
 

1. Weekly problem sets (10% of course grade) 
2. Two course midterms (20% of course grade each x2) 
3. Final exam (30% of course grade) 
4. Final project write-up (20% of course grade) 
5. Extra Credit opportunity (up to 3% in extra credit) 

 
Assignment Details 
 
The assignments for this course are designed to facilitate learning with two distinct goals: conceptual 
knowledge and practical application.  
 
Weekly problem sets will ensure that students are able to apply the concepts learned in lecture and 
guide students toward the kinds of problem solving, critical thinking, and mathematical expertise 
required on the midterm exams. The midterm exams will cover core course concepts and serve as 
progress checks for each student in how they are doing in the class. The final exam, although non-
cumulative, will serve as a culmination of the course by asking students to solve and address problems 
that make holistic use of introductory statistics. 
 
The final project is a unique opportunity in an introductory statistics class. It is designed to engage 
students’ critical thinking and independent problem solving skills in a way that is not offered by many 
statistics courses, namely, by generating and testing your own psychological research hypothesis. 
Halfway through the course, students will submit a proposal for a research question they intend to 
answer, including how they will collect and structure a small amount of data and which statistical tools 
they plan to implement. After this proposal is approved, each student will generate his/her own 
dataset and attempt to answer their original research question using the tools made available in class 
and through SPSS. Finally, students will submit brief written research reports summarizing their 
question, scientific approach, statistical analyses, results, and conclusions. Because this assignment is 
designed to allow students to practice using statistics, emphasis will be placed on the statistical 
techniques used and their interpretation. It will not require rigorous theory or research design. 
 
As an extra credit opportunity, students may (by the end of the semester) submit a two-page (double 
spaced) summary of misuse or misinterpretation of statistics in popular media, complete with a 
recommendation for an appropriate alternative. No two summaries may report on the same article or 
story, however; this is a case where the early bird gets the worm. A discussion thread on Canvas will 
report which articles have already been critiqued. See your professor if you would like to discuss a 
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news article or story. This assignment will contribute up to 3% of your final course grade in extra 
credit. 
 
Expectations for Students 
 
The single best predictor of final course grades is students’ attendance during lecture. All students are 
expected to attend lecture each week and to keep up with the material by completing problem sets. 
The content of this course will build on critical concepts covered early in the term – if you find 
yourself falling behind, set aside some extra time to focus on the core concepts covered in class! 
Students with questions about concepts, assignments, or the final project should come to office hours 
or make an appointment with the professor/TA. 
 
Similarly, begin considering a research question/topic as early as possible. This will allow you to 
complete your proposal and final report early enough to not overlap with the final exam. 
 
Late work will be accepted with a 10% off per day penalty. 
 
Intentional and accidental violations of the academic honor code will be taken seriously and pursued 
according to the University policy (www.brown.edu/academics/college/degree/policies/academic-
code). If you have any questions about what is and what is not considered acceptable, please contact 
your professor or TA and ask. 
 
Academic Resources 
• University library – databases, and online journals. Great for choosing a research topic and doing 

some background review: (library.brown.edu) 
• University writing center – useful for editing your final report! 

(http://www.brown.edu/academics/college/support/writing-center) 
 
SEAS/Disability Services Statement 
 
Course Outline/Schedule (broken down into weeks and individual meetings) 
1. Introduction to the Basics of Statistics 
1.1. Introduction - why does Psychology need statistics? (Howell, Chapter 1) Complete introductory 

survey to collect class dataset. 
1.2. Measurement, variables, and distributions. (Howell, Chapter 2) 
 
2. Descriptive Statistics 
2.1. Central tendency: mean, median, and mode. (Howell, Chapter 2 continued) 
2.2. Variability (Howell, Chapter 3) 
2.3. Z-scores and the normal distribution (Howell, Chapter 3 continued) 
 
3. Probability and the sampling distribution 
3.1. Overview of probability (Howell, Chapter 4) 
3.2. Sampling distribution of the mean and variance (Howell, Chapter 5) 
3.3. Sampling distribution, continued (Howell, Chapter 5 continued) 
 
4. Introduction to hypothesis testing 
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4.1. History of hypothesis testing and the six steps (Howell, Chapter 6) 
4.2. Conducting a hypothesis test on a single sample (z-test) (Howell, Chapter 6 continued) 
4.3. Type I and Type II error, effect size. Final project proposal due. (Howell, Chapter 7) 
  
5. The t-distribution and t-tests 
5.1. MIDTERM EXAM #1 
5.2. Single sample t-tests: t-distribution, degrees of freedom, and parameter estimation (Howell, 

Chapter 8) 
5.3. Paired sample t-tests (Howell, Chapter 8 continued) 
 
6. t-tests, continued 
6.1. Independent samples t-tests (Howell, Chapter 9) 
6.2. Power and effect size (Cohen’s d) (Howell, Chapter 14) 
6.3. Confidence intervals (Howell, Chapter 9 continued) 
 
7. Correlation, covariation and regression 
7.1. Covariance and Pearson’s r (Howell, Chapter 10) 
7.2. Regression, part I. (Howell, Chapter 11) 
7.3. Regression, part II. (Howell, Chapter 11 continued) 
 
8. Complex analyses: multiple regression and ANOVA 
8.1. MIDTERM EXAM #2 
8.2. A brief introduction to multiple regression (Howell, Chapter 17) 
8.3. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA): introduction and logic (Howell, Chapter 12) 
 
9. ANOVA continued 
9.1. One-way ANOVA (Howell, Chapter 12 continued) 
9.2. One-way ANOVA continued, post-hoc comparisons of means (Howell, Chapter 12 

continued) 
9.3. Two-way (factorial) ANOVA (Howell, Chapter 13) 
 
10. ANOVA wrap-up; alternative and non-parametric tests (if time remains.) 
10.1. Two-way ANOVA continued – more examples (Howell, Chapter 13 continued) 
10.2. Chi-squared: tests for goodness of fit and independence (Howell, Chapter 18) 
10.3. Chi-squared: more examples. Final project report due. (Howell, Chapter 18) 
 
11. Application of statistics, real-world issues, and review 
11.1. Statistical ethics and current issues in psychological science (Rosenthal article) 
11.2. Extra credit results (for fun) and final exam review 
11.3. Final exam review continued 
12. Final Exam 
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SAMPLE COURSE ASSIGNMENTS 
 
Midterm Paper: Critique of Against Empathy                   The Social Self 
 
Overview and guidelines: 
A portion of your grade (20%) will be determined by a written exercise in critical review and experimental 
thinking. The purpose of the midterm paper is 1.) to aid students’ understanding of how the Self affects 
social judgments and interactions and 2.) to stimulate critical thinking of modern psychological theories 
and arguments. To this end, students will read and critique Paul Bloom’s Against Empathy: The Case for 
Rational Compassion. Bloom is an influential cognitive-developmental-philosophical psychologist who 
argues that human empathy causes more harm than good. The mid-term paper will be a vehicle for 
students’ critiques, whether they are in favor of or against Bloom’s notion of empathy. Students will write 
a 5-7 page paper that provides 1.) a brief summary of the claim or argument you aim to critique, 2.) your 
argument for or against Bloom’s, and 3.) a way of testing the validity of your critique or contribution. This 
assignment gives you freedom in exploring an avenue you find interesting in the domain of empathy, but 
there are a few guidelines that all final papers must follow. 
 
The Paper: 
Here is a brief guide to the three major sections of your final paper. Structuring your paper in this way will 
help you develop a clear and logical flow. 
 
Summary (no more than one page) 
Summarize the specific argument, study, or idea that you intend to critique. 
 
Research question: What question is Bloom (or the study authors) trying to answer? 
Theory: What is the underlying psychological (moral, philosophical, economic) theory? 
Background: What have others done to begin to address this question? 
Hypotheses and Method: What was predicted? If there was a study, how was it conducted? 
Results and Conclusion: What do the data show? Were the hypotheses and underlying theory 
supported? 
 
Limitations and Critique (2 - 3 pages) 
Critique the argument using your own and outside knowledge. 
 
Motivation: What did the author/s fail to account for? Or, if you are writing in support of the argument, 
what would you like to see happen next? In short: what motivated you to pick this topic? 
Background: Give a brief overview of the additional theory, variable, or idea you intend to introduce. 
Relation to article: What does this additional theory or variable mean for Bloom’s argument?  
 
Design and Procedure (2 - 3 pages) 
Propose a way to test your idea, critique, or contribution. 
 
Your research question: What question do you want to answer? 
Hypotheses: If your new approach is correct, what will the data show? 
Design: Be specific about the structure and nature of your design. Whether correlational, experimental, or 
merely hypothetical, you must identify independent and dependent variables. 
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Procedure: Include a simple protocol for what participants will do. Write this in a way that a naïve 
researcher could run a participant in your study. This element does not need to be as specific as an actual 
methods section – you just need to walk your audience through the procedure of your test. 
Conclusion: Finish with a short paragraph summarizing your proposal and why it matters. 
 
Outside Sources: All student papers should introduce outside research to support or lend precedence to 
your critique and proposal. At the very least, you should cite one article that supports Bloom’s argument 
(for example, a study he references to illustrate his point), and 2-3 additional peer-reviewed sources that 
support your critique or proposal. If Bloom’s argument isn’t supported by data, you can start with Peter 
Singer or Adam Smith, who he references heavily. 
 

Ø You must provide a clear (but brief) summary of the article or idea you choose as your experimental 
springboard. Describe what you find most interesting and use outside sources to help you develop this 
idea before proposing your test or contributions. 
 

Ø You must make clear, directional predictions for your proposed experiment. Merely saying that X, Y, or Z 
would “change the results” or “be interesting to look at” is insufficient. The simplest way to succeed here 
is by completing the following (or a similar) statement: “Because ______ Theory argues ______, it is 
predicted that introducing ______ to the original paradigm will cause ______.” 
 

Ø The experiment must be novel. If you want to make an argument for a particular moderator (gender, 
culture, self-esteem, etc.), you cannot simply repeat what others have said about that moderator.  
 

Ø Your experiment need not be constrained by resources like time or money. Design your ideal experiment, 
given unlimited resources. Your design, however, must follow ethical guidelines (i.e., no undue harm to 
participants). 
 
Steps for success in this assignment: 
 

1.) Identify the argument, study, or idea in Bloom that you intend to focus on. Find (either from his text or a 
literature review), the original study or theoretical paper that he describes. 
 

2.) Use your notes, and the lecture material we have covered in class, to do a search for related work. What 
questions remain controversial or unanswered? 
 

3.) Develop your critique. In a single sentence, what does Bloom get wrong (or right)? In another sentence, 
what can you do to develop this claim? Identify background literature that will support and empower your 
own argument. 
 

4.) Design a basic experiment that will test this theory. You have a lot of freedom here, but try not to make 
an experiment too complicated. The best designs are often the simplest ones. 
 

5.) Make specific, directional predictions (hypotheses) for your results. If your theory holds true, what will the 
data look like? If it doesn’t, what does that mean for your theory? It will help you immensely to visualize 
your ideal results using a bar or line graph (just make up the values). 
 

6.) Draft and clarify. Your final version should be extremely clear in what question you want to answer, how 
you intend to do so, and what you predict will happen. 
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FAQ’s: 
 

1.) The paper should be double spaced. Standard 12 point font, Times New Roman or similar, and standard 
margins, please. 
 

2.) You do not need to write about how many participants you will collect, or what population they will come 
from (unless this is important to your design/question).  
 

3.) References should be included at the end and do not count toward the page limit. They should follow 
APA guidelines. 
 

4.) I will take points off for length (up to five points) if the paper is less than five pages or more than eight. 
The recommended page length is 5-7 pages. If your body of text is a few sentences over eight pages, I will 
take off two points and increase the deductions as necessary from there. If the paper extends into nine 
page, it's too long! The page count will not include any figures or references, only the body of text. 
 

5.) Late submissions will receive a 5% deduction for every 24 hours that pass after the deadline. 
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Midterm Paper Rubric 
 
Midterm papers will be assessed according to three criteria totaling 95 points. Your tweet to Bloom will 
earn you the remaining 5 points. 
1.) Argument/Idea summary (15 points: 5 points each) 

 
Introduction 

• Is the argument, research question, and underlying theory accurately summarized? 
 

Method & Results 
• Does the method summary clearly articulate participant, material, and procedure specifics? Could we 

replicate the experiment simply have heard your summary? If no experiment was run, did you detail the 
philosophical or logical approach to theory? 
 
Conclusion 

• Are the drawn interpretations correct and warranted, given the results?  
 
2.) Limitations and Critique (35 points: 7 points each) 

• Is it made clear what is missing, overlooked, or unexplored? 
• Does the student clearly outline a new direction, be it an extension or refutation? 
• Is the extension or refutation of the target argument relevant, logical, and appropriate? 
• Are outside sources and background research used to justify the extension or refutation? 
• Is a novel but related theory, construct, or variable introduced in relation to the target argument? 

 
3.) Experiment Proposal (35 points: 7 points each) 

• Is the research question specific and relevant to the target argument? 
• Do the hypotheses provide an answer to the question? Are the predictions clear and directional? 
• Is the design clear, accurate and appropriate? 
• Is the procedure detailed, thorough, and designed to access the target constructs? 
• Is the test or experiment novel (i.e., doesn’t merely summarize or repeat someone else)? 

 
4.) Style (5 points: 1 point each) 

• Is the paper appropriately formatted? 
• Is the written style (grammar, spelling, etc) clear and mostly error-free? 
• Does the paper adhere to length guidelines? 
• Are claims appropriately cited and references included? 
• Is the language objective and scientific (few colloquialisms, etc)? 

5.) Tweet to Bloom (5 points) 
• Did the student construct a tweet to be sent to Paul Bloom? 

 
Final Paper Grade: _______/100 
 
Notes: 
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Final Paper: Article Critique                          Game Theory in SJDM 
 

Overview 
 
All students will submit and present to the class a final paper critiquing a recent journal article in 
contemporary psychology. As noted in the syllabus, the paper will be worth 30% of your course grade and 
the presentation will be worth an additional 10%.  
 
Goals 
 
There are several goals underlying the purpose of this assignment. The first goal is develop students’ 
analytical skills and to ensure that material presented in class can be applied to novel concepts and 
research. Second, such an assignment gives will allow us to assess students’ written work, and to give 
students an opportunity to be assessed outside of exams and the classroom. Presenting an argument to 
your peers will develop students’ critical and oral skills. Finally, completing a college-level essay and 
presentation will prepare students for the coming challenges of academic work and intellectual pursuit. 
 
Instructions 
 
Choose one of the five papers listed below. The papers vary in topic, length, and complexity, so make to 
sure to spend ample time considering which most interests you. 
 
Read the paper thoroughly. Although there will be no quiz on the papers, it is essential that you have a 
clear understanding of what the authors are arguing, their method of testing this argument, and how their 
data support or refute their claims. If you have ANY questions about these aspects of the article you 
choose to critique, please see your instructions before you begin to develop your argument and write! 
 
Write your critique. For guidelines and specific instructions, see the section titled ‘critique’ below.  
 
On the last day of class, students will have 5 minutes to present their argument to the class. For guidelines 
and specific instructions, see the section titled ‘presentation’ below. 
 
The Critique 
 
The purpose of your critique is to analyze a scientific argument in the paper that you read, and to 
contribute your own new insights. As such, it is more than a mere summary of the reading. It is also 
similar to the kind of feedback that psychologists give each other, both informally and through the peer-
review process. 
 
You should focus on two features of your target paper: a specific theory proposed and the evidence that 
supports it. This means that the first step towards writing a paper is to make sure that you understand the 
evidence and theories, and the arguments by which the author connects them. Start your paper by clearly 
explaining both. Please note that although the title of the assignment is a “critique”, we are not interested 
in your opinion on its style: stick to an analysis of the theory and evidence. 
 
Next, you should make a novel contribution that demonstrates your critical analysis of the theory and 
evidence. Here are three potential strategies: 
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• Alternative theory: If you think that the evidence presented does not conclusively prove the theory 
presented, propose an alternative theory that is also consistent with the evidence. Propose new 
experiments which, if conducted, would demonstrate which theory is correct. Be specific and detailed. (If 
you propose an experiment, it does not have to be the experiment that you will conduct. It is a 
hypothetical proposal to demonstrate your analysis of the text. So, for instance, it could involve methods 
that are time-consuming and expensive, in addition to ones that are quick and simple). 
 
• Contradictory evidence: If you know of additional evidence that undermines the author's theory, present 
it and discuss its relevance. Be specific and detailed. Try to provide an alternative theory that fits the 
totality of the available evidence. 
 
• New directions: If the theory presented is supported by the evidence, what are the new questions it 
raises? How could the theory be enriched? Develop questions with distinct possible alternative answers. 
Design an experiment that would test between these possibilities. Be specific and detailed. 
 
As you can see, the key is to propose new theoretical alternatives or extensions and relate them to new 
experiments from other papers or of your own design, demonstrating your ability to think critically and 
move beyond summarization. Finally, your paper should be written so that it can be fully understood and 
evaluated by a person who has not read your paper. 
 
Your final paper should be between 3 and 5 pages, following standard formatting rules: 12 point font 
(times new roman), default margins, double spacing, no extra spacing between paragraphs, etc. If you have 
questions about formatting, please see your instructors! All references should be formatted according to 
APA style and specified on a final page labeled ‘references.’ 
 
 
Possible papers: 
 
Crumpler, H., & Grossman, P. J. (2008). An experimental test of warm glow giving. Journal of Public 
Economics, 92, 1011–1021. 
 
Jonas, E., Sullivan, D., & Greenberg, J. (2013). Generosity, greed, norms, and death – Differential effects 
of mortality salience on charitable behavior. Journal of Economic Psychology, 35, 47–57. 
 
Pittarello, A., Rubaltelli, E., & Rumiati, R. (2013). You can’t be better than me: The role of the reference 
point in modulating people’s pursuit of wealth. Journal of Economic Psychology, 37, 65–76. 
 
Posten, A. C., Ockenfels, A., & Mussweiler, T. (2013). How activating cognitive content shapes trust: A 
subliminal priming study. Journal of Economic Psychology. 
 
Schulz, J. F., Fischbacher, U., Thöni, C., & Utikal, V. (2012). Affect and fairness: Dictator games under 
cognitive load. Journal of Economic Psychology. 
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Rubric for Critique: 
 
Final project reports will be assessed according to three criteria totaling 100 points.  
 
Article summary (40 points) 

• Does the author provide an appropriate and brief introduction to the question at hand? _______/10 
points 

• Is the methodology summarized in a way that would allow a naïve reader to (mostly) replicate the 
experiment? _______/10 points 

• Are the original results summarized and interpreted correctly? _______/15 points 
 

Independent contribution/critique (40 points) 
• Is the author’s critique valid and logical? _______/10 points 
• Does the critique demonstrate knowledge of game theoretic and/or psychological principles? _______/15 

points 
• Are directions for future study well thought out and novel? _______/10 points 

 
Style (20 points) 
• Paper formatting _______/5 points 
• Writing clarity _______/10 points 
• General style (typos, grammar, etc) _______/5 points 
 

Final Project Grade: _______/100 
 
Comments: 
 
The Presentation 
 
In addition to your final paper, a portion of your grade (5%) will be determined by how well you are able 
to communicate your ideas to your instructors and classmates.  
 
The presentation should last between three and five minutes, with one full minute at the end for questions 
and clarification. Because multiple people will likely be presenting on your topic, no more than one minute 
should be devoted to summarizing the authors’ original claims and findings – we want to hear your 
thoughts! 
 
Your presentation should start with a brief recap of the authors’ main points, followed by your own 
explanation of the paper’s biggest weakness, unanswered question, or methodological flaws. The 
remainder of your presentation should focus on what you would do instead or in the future, culminating 
in a general description of what your argument would ‘bring to the table’ for either game theory or 
psychology. 
 
We are happy to answer any questions you have, or to discuss your argument and presentation structure 
with you before the last day of class.  We will not be able to listen to sections or a full run-through of your 
presentation, however; practicing will be up to you. 
 
Final project reports will be assessed according to three criteria totaling 50 points.  
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Article summary (5 points) 

• Does the author provide an appropriate and brief introduction to the question at hand (while being sure 
not to over summarize)? _______/5points 
 
Own argument/critique (30 points) 

• Is the author’s critique logical and well communicated? _______/10 points 
• Does the critique demonstrate knowledge of game theoretic and/or psychological principles? _______/10 

points 
• Are implications and/or directions for future study well thought out and novel? _______/10 points 

 
Style (15 points) 

• Presentation structure_______/5 points 
• Presentation clarity _______/5 points 
• Does the presenter adequately address questions and comments? _______/5 points 

 
Final Presentation Grade: _______/50 
 
Comments: 
 
 


